
 

Identified: Hub in the brainstem of mice that
evaluates, processes and memorizes negative
experiences
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MRR vGluT2 neurons serve as a key hub for aversive behavior. (A) MRR
vGluT2 (VG2) neurons process aversive events by activating LHb and mVTA
neurons and hippocampus (HIPP)–projecting memory acquisition–promoting
PV-positive cells in MS/VDB. PFC, prefrontal cortex; IN, interneuron; PC,
pyramidal cell. After viruses made MRR vGluT2 neurons light-sensitive (B),
mice were light-stimulated in a specific area (C), which caused significant
avoidance of that area compared with response in control mice (D). Medians and
interquartile ranges; ***P = 0.00034; Mann-Whitney U test. AAV5, adeno-
associated virus serotype 5; CTRL, control; ChR2, channelrhodopsin 2; eYFP,
enhanced yellow fluorescent protein. Credit: Science (2019). DOI:
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10.1126/science.aay8746

A team of researchers with the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and
Semmelweis University has found that a hub in the brainstem of mice
regulates their ability to evaluate, process and memorize negative
experiences. In their paper published in the journal Science, the group
describes multiple neuronal stimulation experiments they carried out
with mice and what they learned from them. Satoshi Ikemoto with the
National Institutes of Health, in the U.S. has published a Perspective 
piece outlining the history of research surrounding how the mammalian
brain responds to threats and other negative experiences and outlines the
work by the team in Hungary.

As Ikemoto notes, scientists have found that responding to threats is
complicated business in mammals. Notably, they are almost always
based on past experience—seeing someone killed by a gun, for example,
can make people feel fear and behave accordingly if they happen to see
a gun again. Ikemoto suggests the median raphe region (MRR) which is
located in a lower part of the brainstem might play an important role in
such responses.

To learn more about how mice process negative experiences and then
respond to them later, the researchers carried out a series of experiments
that involved neuronal stimulation—both physically and experientially.
More specifically, the used what they describe as a suite of
neuroscientific tools to study neural circuity that was involved in
negative experiences in mice, with a focus on the MRR.

The researchers report that they found that a previously unknown group
of MRR neurons in mice—called vGluT2-neurons—serve as a main hub
for remembering and processing negative experiences and the behavior
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that occurs when such experiences are experienced again. They also
found that stimulating the neuron group artificially in test mice brains
resulted in aversion type behavior and anxiety related symptoms. And
suppressing the nerves had the opposite effect—the mice no longer
reacted to experiences that would normally frighten them.

The researchers suggest their experiments indicate the MRR
vGluT2-grouped neurons are necessary for and are indeed required for
proper coordination of aversion and memory related responses to
negative experiences—and they also play a role in storing and recalling
associated memories. They suggest more study of the vGluT2-neuron
group will likely reveal more about their role in processing negative
experiences.

  More information: András Szőnyi et al. Median raphe controls
acquisition of negative experience in the mouse, Science (2019). DOI:
10.1126/science.aay8746
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